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Executive Summary 

 Project:  Winrock#599 

 Coffee Consultant Name:  Daniel R. Kuhn 

 Host Organization: Winrock International  & Coffee Quality 

Institute. 

 Country:    Myanmar  / Burma,  Ywar Ngan ,Shan State 

 Dates:     May 16 to May 28 ,  2015 

      

Assignment Objectives (by Winrock International and Quality Institute) 

1. To develop the Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) for coffee farming in the Ywar Ngan 
region. GAP will ensure both good yield and quality in the context of Ywar Ngan 
smallholder, coffee farming conditions. Studying the local farming conditions is an 

essential step prior to making recommendations  (Consultant). This will include GAP 
manuals for distribution to partners, including video guides  

2. To supervise the volunteers taking part in GAP activities, ensuring all 
activities/recommendations are coherent with the defined GAP for the region. (Consultant). 

3. To conduct 1-day pre Monssoon GAP training in 10 villages of the Ywar Ngan region 

(volunteer and consultant). 

4. To provide training and guidance to Winrock VCRD staff and partners as well as to train 

CQI consultant Marcelo Pereira in CQI driven GAP training and prepare him to transfer 
knowledge in a Train the Trainer program (cascade training) targeting village leaders. This 
will help Winrock achieve its goals of GAP training for 5000 small holder farmers to 

improve quality and value. Mr. Pereira will remain in Ywar Ngan to train in local villages 
over the course of the next three months to execute cascade training for village leaders. 
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Deliverables  

1. Diagnose of farming conditions in Ywar Ngan region: 
strengths, weaknesses, threats and opportunities 

2. Complete development of training curriculums and    
manuals for 2 of the 4 GAP training areas, including: 

a. Pre-Monsoon activities 

b. Monsoon activities 

3.   Fully train and enable CQI’s Marcelo Pereira to utilize   the 

pre-monsoon and monsoon training curriculums in a 
train the trainer program in the villages/farms 

identified by Winrock International. 

 

 Notables for Myanmar/ Burma  

Myanmar is primarily a Buddhist country. This becomes clear, seeing all the pagodas large and 

small scattered on the prominent hilltops in the 

countryside and in the large cities. The 

countryside looks pristine and at peace, 

highlighted by these religious symbols, 

esthetically very beautiful.   

As a first time traveler to Myanmar, I am puzzled 

by the many large walls surrounding residences in 

Yangoon. These are not just tall walls; they have 

razor barb wire on top as well. . Security concerns 

must be prevelant. In the outlying villages, 

fencing 

is less 

promine

nt. The 

countryside from Taunggyi to Ywangan Township is 

beautiful, pristine and surprisingly clean. I have not 

seen any plastic bags. The curse of plastic bags is not 

visible. There is virtually no litter on the roadsides or 

in the townships. The rural roads (unpaved) are in 

excellent condition with good drainage provisions on 

both sides, covered with a layer of fine rock making 

driving easy. Along the rural roads are live fences, 

 

Shwedagon- Golden Pagoda of Myanmar.  

Most  famous  landmark in Yangon. Built in 

the 15 century on top of older structures 

dating back to the early centuries AD. 

Serene countryside, with beautiful pagodas 

on most prominent hills. Buddhism being the 

prominent religion. 

Most buildings in cities with tall fences 

and razor wire on top. 
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well maintained. The homesteads are in villages dotted with many trees. In the villages, coffee 

is everywhere under the many trees, surrounding the residential homesteads. This is contrary to 

the surrounding countryside which is wide open, with many cultivated fields. People will travel 

from the homesteads to cultivate these fields in the surrounding countryside. 

The local “John Deer Tractor” is very visible, 

in the form of two oxen’s pulling a very 

beautifully made, two wheel wooden wagon. 

These ox teams are used for land tilling, 

other farm work and transporting supplies. 

Every farmstead has a small fenced area, 

partially covered where these animals are 

cared for. Large wooden troughs are stocked 

with grass cuttings and other meal 

ingredients where the oxen’s peacefully chew 

away on the end of the work day. The oxen 

and cows become a very important “member 

of the community” as they provide 

transportation but also very important, 

“manure.” Manure is the primary (or only) source of nutrition and all cow dung is collected, 

composted and used in the fields as fertilizer. One woman farmer, with maybe one acre of 

coffee trees had four cows and did not buy any fertilizer using their own manure exclusively. 

In these farmstead areas, there is a slight odor of cow manure quite 

prevalent in the whole area. This could be a tribute to the very 

useful animals. The ox teams are very well cared for and they are in 

excellent condition. Some of the other cattle observed were quite 

skinny. Probably there was poor grass supply during the drought 

period, which is just ending.  

In general, coffee farmers do not just grow coffee, but a multitude of 

other crops. This is probably for their own food supply and to make 

a living selling farm products. Some observed crops were cabbage, 

cauliflower, corn, peanuts and others. In general, coffee is not well 

cared for and is under heavy shade and not really cultivated. In the 

past, coffee prices were low, (less than US $1.0 / kg.) explaining the 

lack of attention to the coffee fields. Universally farmers will 

produce what makes them an income. Coffee prices have improved 

somewhat, stirring renewed interest in coffee production. Local food 

is very tasty, with rice being served three times a day. Rice is the national staple. Dishes are 

made with vegetables, chicken, pork and fish. Many of the dishes are quite spicy but tasty. In  

 

Ms. Daw Kyin, by far 

the best coffee farmer  

out of 7 farms visited. 

The local John Deer Tractor, seen everywhere and 

well cared for. Used for all types of farm work. 
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my opinion Thai food has probably the best cuisine of the South East Asian countries, but 

Myanmar is close. 

Myanmar/ Burma was a closed society for the past 50 years and it  shows in many aspects. 

This is a cash economy where credit cards are not used, except in a few larger Hotels or 

establishments, provided the internet is working. Banking is not embraced, maybe because in 

recent past, devaluation wiped out everyone’s savings. This happened not once, but two times 

(I am told). Coffee farmers hold their coffee and sell it as cash is needed rather than sell at once 

and put the money in the bank. International trade was not allowed, selling rice outside your 

own area was not allowed and many more restrictions. The economy is opening up now and 

there is a vacuum of opportunities, coming with the ability to trade more freely and  

internationally. Now and in the past, Chinese traders have filled the vacuum finding ways to 

trade legal and illegal. Cross border trade was and is common to China and Thailand and 

probably to the other surrounding countries. Military vehicles were observed, being brand new 

Tata Motors, speaking for trade with India. 

On the trip from Yangoon to Ywangan not one soldier or policeman was observed, except 

along the road in Yangon . 

 Interesting to note that the local “mascara” is quite 

visible, with most women having a layer of paint 

on their two checks or all over the face. It is a 

wood paste obtained from rubbing a particular 

wood, on a stone and creating a liquid paste, which 

then is applied to the face. This paste protects the 

skin form the sun and probably has other beauty 

benefits. The question is 

about the beauty 

benefit, now or later, as 

now seems a bit 

difficult to get used to, 

with all this paste on beautiful faces, young and old and some men 

as well. 

People in the villages visited were extremely gracious and 

hospitable offering tea and coffee with some snacks during our 

visits. Interesting that even in the coffee farmsteads 3:1 coffee is 

served (more power to Nestle). Farmsteads observed, have often a 

separate cooking house, where cooking is done over a small fire, in 

a round stove type  circle, were a hot water kettle will fit  and  wok  

 

 

Cooking fire in kitchen 

Local  “mas  cara” worn by many  women, 

young and old, as  well as some men.  
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like skillet is used. There is some smoke, but makes for a very cozy atmosphere as people will 

sit around the fire for talk and drink tea or coffee. There is definitely no overuse of Television, 

if at all. In general, I am very impressed by the beautiful countryside, well farmed and 

maintained. The people are gracious and the villages present themselves well and are clean and 

roads are well maintained. The rural people appear hard working and making good use of their 

resources.  I think that Myanmar can develop rapidly, the political situation permitting. I hope 

that in an expanding economy the observed good virtues can be maintained and not be lost on 

account of bigger, and better and more convenience. I hope that any positive rural development 

would end up benefitting the local farmers, well deserving. 

Area of Operation (Central Myanmar, North East of Taunggyi)  

Winrock International has been active in two coffee areas; Pyin Oo Lwin and Ywangan.  The 

observations in this report deal with Yangon and the trip from Taunggyi to Ywangan. The 

current assignment deals with Ywangan Township exclusively. 

Winrock personnel have established good community relations and have a good rapport with 

farmers in the area. I was traveling with Ms. Sue Lai May and Mr. Thet Naing Oo, both 

knowledgeable of community affairs and how they relate to coffee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One  of  two coffee areas assisted by Winrock in central 

Myanmar. The other being Pyin Oo Lwin. Driving form Taunggyi to Ywangan takes about 3.5 hrs. 
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The Winrock regional office is located in the town of Taunggyi. Taunggyi is the 5th largest city 

in Myanmar with  about 450,000 people. It is the center of the Shan state at an elevation of 

4700 feet. Prior to British occupation Taunggyi was a 

small village, but became the administrative center in 

1894 (Wikipedia).  

The road from Taunggyi to Ywangan is by mostly a one 

line paved road. Currently the road is being enlarged on 

both sides with a wider shoulder. This work is done by 

hand, mostly by women handling rocks in baskets and 

placing them on the shoulder. The shoulder is excavated 

by hand, with pick and shovel and sledge hammer by 

men. After placing the rock foundation, it is covered by 

finer material and eventually covered by asphalt. 

Asphalt  is heated in barrels over a wood fire. The hot 

asphalt is distributed with buckets with holes, by hand 

and later covered with fine material and rolled with a steamroller. The pay for both men and 

women is $5.00 per day, which is 

higher than country farm labor of  $ 

2.50 for  women and $4.50 for men 

per day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Coffee Area of Ywangan Township   

The coffee area is located about 3.5 hours driving from Taunggyi. Ywangan is the township 

and center of this coffee growing area. The town is surrounded by 115 villages of which 90 

grow coffee. Total population is estimated at 82,000 people. The total coffee growing area is 

about 7000 acres, which is about 10% of the total cultivated land area of 67,000 acres. ost of 

the coffee farmers have between ½ and 5 acres of coffee growing, however farm other crops. 

The coffee picking season starts in November/ December and last until the middle of March of 

the following year. There is a pronounced dry season with little rainfall, fortunately 

corresponding to a large part with the coffee harvesting  season and lasting until April .  

 

Taunggyi  the largest town close to the 

coffee area. Winrock has a regional office 

and works the coffee areas from here.  

Road construction  on rural roads done by 

hand,  with many women  doing the bulk of 

the work. This work pays higher wages than 

working the fields and provides  rural 

employment. 
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The Wet or Monsoon season lasts for 6 months 

from May through October (Information by Ms. 

Su Lai May). Most of the coffee plantings 

observed, are poorly maintained. Out of 7 farms 

visited on the first day, one farm can be 

considered a good coffee farm. The probable 

explanation for the poor coffee conditions is the 

low prices, of the past years, making the 

economics of coffee growing questionable. Many 

of the coffee plantings surround the homesteads. 

The plantings are mostly under heavy shade and 

often not well planted but emerge where they 

geminate on their own. This dense and irregular planting along with heavy shade makes for 

poor production. The only fertilizer observed is cow manure, which seems to be the “national 

fertilizer.” Manure is a great source of various nutrients however does not necessarily supply 

all the needed nutrients. Only as soil and tissue test will confirm what nutrients are available or 

missing. The limit of plant production is given by the least available nutrient, not by abundance 

of some nutrients. The relationship between sunlight, shade and nutrition has to be understood 

especially in coffee production. 

 

 

 

 

 

Coffee Production in Ywangan   

The total coffee production is estimated at 623 metric tons of green coffee, from the 7000 acres 

of coffee plantings (Winrock, Ms.SuLai May). Converting this number to Cherry production in 

pounds would amount to 623 tons = 623,000 kg = 1,373,000 lbs. 

 

 

Annual Rainfall : 1.9 meters 
Wet Season:   6 months 
Dry Season:   5 to 6 months 
Coffee Harvest:  Dec.- March 
Elevation: 4000 feet + 
Population: 82,400   
(Data by Winrock) 

Well-maintained roads  in Ywangan (unpaved) 
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Converting 1,373,000 pounds of green beans to cherry = multiply by 5 = 6,865,000 lbs. of 

cherry. 

Dividing 6.8 million pounds of cherry by 7000 acres = 980 lbs. of cherry per acre.  

This is a low yield, comparing to Hawaii, where a good farm can average between 10,000 to 

15,000 lbs. of cherry per acre or about 10 to 15 lbs. of cherry per tree ( 900 to 1000 trees per 

acre). 

The statistics of the area are not very accurate, or available, however it can be assumed that the 

per acre production of coffee cherries is low.  

Besides producing washed coffee, the area also produces natural processed coffee. This 

method requires little machinery and is cherry that is either dried on the tree or cherry that has 

been dried without pulping. The whole outer  skin is left on the bean and dried as a whole. This 

requires longer drying time, however does not require any pulping or fermentation, therefore 

being a much simpler way of processing. In general, the Specialty Coffee Market however 

pays a premium for washed coffee. 

 

Problems in Ywangan Coffee Production   

 
The coffee plantings observed are almost all under very 

heavy shade. In addition, the spacing is very close ( 6 feet 

x 6 feet). Numerous places have no spacing but volunteer 

plants growing at random. The resulting trees have 

growth on top, but little leaves on the bottom 2/3 of the 

tree, resulting in little crop production. Some farms even 

under heavy shade have ok  looking plants with crop on 

the trees, however the inter-nodal length is elongated, 

resulting in lesser yield then growing in higher light. Out 

of 7 farms observed, one farm has good looking catuai 

plants even at close spacing, however there is less shade. 

The shade trees observed are not regulated with no 

pruning to allow more light passing. In my opinion, 70% 

of the light should be allowed and the shade trees should 

filter out 30% of the light, resulting in more vigorous tree 

growth (see Light and Shade Relationship page 15).There 

is no other nutrition for the coffee plants except manure. 

Manure is a good source of nitrogen and other nutrients,  

 

 

Heavy shaded coffee area with little 

production on the trees. Lack of 

light and nutrients. 
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however might not supply all needed 

requirements. Most farmers have ox 

teams for field work and they are 

tended close to the homestead with 

supplemental feed. All manure is 

collected and composted for fertilizer. 

Without soil and tissue analysis, the 

plants might be lacking certain 

nutrients. In the case of Laos (Paksong 

area) with a similar practice of applying 

manure, it was found that calcium was 

lacking substantially. Applying lacking 

calcium (which could not be supplied 

through manure) greatly improved the growth performance. Coffee prices paid to farmers are 

low and at the current level will not result in an increase in coffee production due to lack of an 

incentive for the farmer. Higher prices through the production and selling of Specialty Coffee, 

has the potential to improve the situation for local farmers. 

In addition to better pricing, a higher yield can be obtained, providing some improvements in 

coffee growing practices take place. 

 

Coffee Pricing in Ywangan   

Chines buyers in the past have purchased the majority of the crop in Ywangan. The prices paid 

were low, however the coffee quality was low as well. Chines buyers as well as Thai buyers 

probably found ways to ship the coffee across the border without paying the export tax. There 

is little information about official coffee exports. Past coffee exports probably fall into the 

unofficial or illegal export class. These comments are hearsay without verification.  

Lack of appropriate milling equipment made it difficult to achieve higher quality coffee. 

Attention to details in growing, processing and drying and milling was difficult due to low 

prices. Last year, there has been some improvement in coffee prices, which now stirs some 

renewed interest in coffee. Chinese buyers in the past paid less or equal to US$ 1.00 per kg 

which is equivalent to $ US -.45 / lbs. Current NYC (New York Commodity Price) for the 

“Other Mild” classification is $ 1.65 per lbs. ex dock NY (April 2015).  

Coffee quality consists of the physical appearance and the cup quality of the coffee. Both are 

intertwined. 

 

 

 

Very hospitable and friendly coffee farmers.  There are 400 

members  in a Cluster Group or Cooperative. 
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Current pricing in Ywangan: 

 Cherry     $ -.31 per kg.  =     $ -.14 per pound 

 Green bean washed $ 2.20 per kg.  =  $ 1.00 per pound 

 Green bean natural $ 1.70 per kg.  =  $  -.77 per pound 

In the new political climate, new markets may be  looked at. In the past official export was not 

permitted. New markets have the promise of better prices. The inherent coffee quality of the 

local coffee is very good with full boy and good flavor. The coffee has potential as a Specialty 

Coffee with Specialty coffee pricing. The cup score has to improve to between 85 and 90. Past 

cupping scores are around the 80 to 85 points (maximum 100 points) In my estimation, a 

selling price of $ 4.00 to $ 5.00 per pound for green coffee should be a goal for the Ywangan 

area.  The question is, is a green coffee price of $ 4.00 to $ 5.00 per lbs. realistic and 

obtainable? 

Compare Hawaii pricing; In Hawaii, the red cherry price is about $ 1.20 to $ 1.50 per lbs. 

with green coffee prices at $15.- to $20.- per pound, depending on grade. Assuming a cherry 

production per acre of 10,000 lbs. amounts to $ 13,000  at $ 1.30 per lbs. of cherry. 10,000 lbs. 

of cherry would produce about 2000 lbs. of green coffee (5:1 ratio). At 18.00 / lbs. for green 

coffee, this amounts to $ 36,000 return per acre of green processed and graded coffee. There is 

a $ 23,000 markup (per acre) from cherry value to processed green coffee value.   

 The production figures for 

Ywangan are somewhat 

confusing between Cherry 

production, Parchment 

production, Green Bean and 

Naturals production. The 

different weights and 

currencies also add to the 

confusion. Because the world 

coffee price is traded in dollars 

and pounds, it makes some 

sense to convert the production 

figures to pounds and dollars. 

We need to compare apples to apples. 

For farm production, it is easiest to use Cherry production, as this is what many farmers sell. In 

general 100 lbs. of cherry produce 20 lbs. of green beans (ratio 5:1). This ratio can change and 

needs adjusting as the actual figures are learned. 

 

 

A unique China made  truck. Quite unusual. 
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This ratio (Cherry weight too processed green coffee weight) can change with many factors 

to 5.5 : 1 (18 lbs.) 6: 1  (16 lbs.) or 6.5 to 1 (15 lbs.). 

Red Cherries are pulped and fermented in water, generally (in the wet method). Fermentation 

removes the mucilage adhering to the parchment-covered beans. Parchment is the name for a 

protective layer around the green bean that is removed in the milling process, after drying and 

storing, prior to shipping. The weight of this parchment covering is approximately 20%. If you 

mill 100 lbs. of parchment coffee (remove the parchment layer) you end up with 80 lbs. of 

green beans in general. Do not confuse this with the overall reduction ratio of 5:1, this remains 

the same.  

Potential Ywangan Production   

Assuming an improved yield in Ywangan of 5000 lbs. of cherry per acre  and a cherry price 

of $ -.30 to $ -.40 per lbs. would amount to $ 1500.- to $ 2000.- cherry price per acre. (based 

on  $4.00 to $ 5.00 per lbs. of green coffee price).  This scenario assumes that a better green 

price would result in a better cherry price to the farmer (this might or might not happen). A 

cherry price of $ -.30 per lbs. would convert to $ 1.50 per lbs. of green, just for the reduction in 

weight from cherry to green (5:1). The processing costs and a markup would have to be added 

with some freight costs to the FOB port. With 

a green price of $ 4.00 to $ 5.00 per pound,  

would make coffee growing attractive.  

Comparing Kona coffee prices of $ 18.00 to $ 

20.00 per pound for the upper grades, gives 

some indication of the possibilities. Kona 

coffee cups around 85 to 95 points. Jamaican 

Blue Mountain coffee has similar pricing to 

Kona. There are many other producing areas in 

the world with substantially higher than NYC 

(New York Commodity) pricing. For 

Myanmar the goal should be a $ 5.00 / per lbs. 

for green graded coffee. 

To obtain this price, improvements need to take place in growing, harvesting, processing and 

marketing. The fortunate part is that all the components are present in Ywangan (farmers, 

processors, traders etc.) however most need improvements. 

Assuming a per acre production of 980 lbs. of cherry (current average production) and selling 

at the cherry price of $ -.14 per pound, amounts to $ 137.-  returns per acre  in Ywangan.980 

lbs of cherry would produce about 196 lbs. of green coffee. AT $ 1.00 per pound this amounts 

to $ 196.- return per acre of green processed coffee. There is a $ 59.00 markup from cherry 

value to processed green coffee value. Comparing these numbers with other parts of the world 

indicate a very low return for coffee growing. 

           Typical harvest curve in Hawaii 
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Cluster Groups or Cooperative   

It is impossible for a single small farmer to purchase appropriate wet mill, and dry milling 

equipment and have a proper storage facility for green coffee. Selling and marketing of coffee 

is a somewhat difficult proposition, if the aim is for higher priced Specialty Coffee. There is no 

real alternative but for farmers to band together and form a Cluster Group or a Cooperative. 

The advantage of a cooperative is the ability to obtain an equipment grant to purchase up-to-

date equipment. In a true Cooperative, the power lies with the members and any potential 

profits are shared among members. This is a way for a small farmer to get monetary benefit 

asides form selling his coffee outright. 

I am told that in the past, Cooperatives were discouraged or forbidden. This might explain the 

name of Cluster Groups, which in essence similar to a Cooperative. There is an existing 

“Ywangan Coffee Cluster Group”, with 400 members and a chairman. The same group is also 

called “She Ywangan Coffee Plantation & Production Co-oprative Limited” with the same 400 

members. Mr. Win Aung Kyaw is the president. This group of farmers produces about 670 

tons of cherry coffee during the 3 to 4 month harvesting time, starting in October through 

February / March of the following year. 

 To what degree this group is legally incorporated and is a true cooperative is not known. The 

group seems to function like a cooperative however it is unclear if the added benefits are 

passed on to the members or remain with the key person the President. The group has promise 

and Winrock personnel are actively working to find out the details of operations and encourage 

the aim of helping the smaller farmers. 

An alternative is for a merchant or trader to develop centralized processing with investor or 

other sources of funding.  In this fashion, more efficient machinery and processing would be 

available to smaller farmers with the aim of producing higher priced Specialty Coffee. The 

monetary benefits would remain with the entrepreneur who would undertake such a venture. 

Developing Specialty coffee in this fashion would still allow the small farmer to get a higher 

price for cherry, which would be a benefit, despite that the entrepreneur would end up with 

potential added profits.  

There is a private businessman (Genius Coffee) that developed a local coffee business with 

selling a branded product in Yangon and other areas. This business has installed Indian 

McKinnon equipment and is probably the most advanced coffee grower, buyer and processor 

in the area. This might be a good avenue to pursue, in regards to increased cherry prices for 

local farmers and developing a central processing area. 

Talking with several of the local farmers, there is a potential mistrust and maybe jealousy 

among members of a potential group. A key question is when would Farmers be paid. 

Currently farmers are getting a low price, but receive immediate payment. This might be 

preferable by some farmers over a higher price at a later date. There needs to be a lot of  
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research done, to clarify which is the best way forward, with the aim of producing higher 

priced specialty coffee and generating the most benefits to the farmers. 

Now and in the past exports were maybe conducted unofficial, to avoid paying the export tax. 

The same avenue was taken with exports to Thailand. The quantities exported were not in 20 

foot containers and the quantities were probably flexible. This is all hearsay without exact 

information. There are no clear export statistics available. 

In the new times of possible exporting specialty coffee, it needs to be understood that the 

volume of coffee shipped around the world is usually in 20 foot containers, holding about 350 

100 lbs. bags. (350’000 lbs. per container). This amount has to be able to be processed and 

stored at the same time. 

Comparing to other coffee areas around the world such as Papua New Guinea and Central 

America, Cooperatives have a good record of accomplishment, helping members with central 

processing facilities for Wet Milling, Drying and Dry milling and Storage, as well as Shipping 

and Marketing. 

Components of a Central Processing Facility   

Wet Milling. 

1. Reception area, for harvested coffee. 

2. Washer for flotation separation of overripe 

beans  and immature and ripe cherry 

3. Green Bean Separator / Pulper / to sort out 

any green cherry from ripe cherry 

4. Removal and collection of skin  

5. Fermentation tanks 

6. Washer to clean beans (parchment); after 

fermentation. 

This equipment needs to be tailored for the proposed 

quantity of coffee to be processed. It is a good idea to 

allow for expansion. The facility should be built 

incrementally to allow for expansion without having to 

reconstruct the basic infrastructure.   

The harvest quantities are not even through the harvest 

period. There is a curve with the peak in the middle of  

 

 

Estrada from Columbia has small and large 

processing equipment. In stainless withd good 

pricing. 
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the season. The equipment has to be able to handle this peak. If the equipment is designed for 

average processing of 10 hours per 24 hrs., the peak can be handled by operating two 10 hr. 

shifts for example. 

 

 

Drying Area. 

1. Drying patio (cement floor), preferably with roofs to protect the coffee from potential 

rain and reducing the heat intensity during midday sun (if heavy). The roofs can be 

fixed or sliding. The coffee needs to dry slowly. 

2. Naturals need more space as they take longer to dry. 

3. Backup mechanical dryer, in case of inclement weather and for finishing naturals. If a 

driers if used, it needs to dry with low heat for longer time, instead of high heat with 

shorter time. 

 

 

 

Drying tables in PNG and patio drying on Molokai. Roofs  are movable to cover during rain and hot times. 

Self contained Wet Mill form Columbia (stainless) Green Bean Separator /Pulper. Stainless and effective 
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Milling and Storage Area. 

1. Covered area for milling equipment. 

2. Lockable and ventilated area for storing naturals, parchment and or milled beans. 

3. De Stoner (remove potential stones). Stones will damage huller. 

4. Magnet to remove any metal (nails or screws will damage huller) 

5. Huller, remove parchment covering or dried skin of naturals. 

6. Catador, remove any small pieces of skin or broken beans. 

7. Seizer with 6 screens, to sort to different size beans and separate pea berry (premium). 

8. Gravity table to sort by specific gravity or density of beans (remove non visible light 

density beans) clean green beans to specific grades. 

9. Color Sorter if necessary. 

10. Scale and bag closing sewing machine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Central Processing area in 

Haiti, for a church sponsored 

Cooperative.. 

Can be designed for large or 

small quantities of cherry 

coffee. 

Equipment can be tailored for 

the amount of product to be 

processed during the harvest. 

Depending on budget many 

options exist. 

Dry Mill with all necessary components. Combination Mill with Sizer and Gravity 

table. Elevators can be eliminated  (expense) and product moved in sacks manually. 
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This equipment sounds elaborate but can be obtained for smaller quantities of milling. This 

equipment will ensure quality presentation of the green bean. It will not increase cup quality 

directly, but indirectly it will improve cup quality as most defects are removed and the beans 

are sorted via specific gravity (light beans are removed). The sizing of the equipment needs to 

be tailored to the quantities processed. Using global numbers of 623 metric tons of green beans 

and 3100 metric tons of cherry production gives some idea of quantities to be processed. This 

global numbers does not separate farmers belonging, or not belonging  to the Cluster Group or 

Cooperative.  

As an exercise, using the 120 days of harvesting time, allows the 3100 metric tons of cherry to 

be divided by 120 days, resulting in 25 tons of processing per 24 hrs.  

Dividing this by 10 hours of processing (for every 24 hours), gives a per hour need for 

processing of 2.5 tons. The harvest will arrive for processing in a curve of more beans at the 

peak of the season, however the capacity is based on 10 hrs. of processing allowing during the 

peak to process for example for 20 hrs. during the peak of the season. 

In time other farmers will see the benefit of improved processing and will probably join the 

Cooperative. If indeed, the demonstration plots and increased pricing will encourage better 

farming practices the processing numbers can raise significantly. 

This number is probably too large as not every farmer in the area is a member of the 

Cooperative. However, increased crop production and other farmers joining up, would increase 

the need for processing. This needs to be studied in detail, to allow for accurate equipment 

design with possible expansion. 

This  “write up” does not encompass a detailed wet and dry mill design. This would have 

to be done separately. 

 

Possible Grading Standards for Ywangan Coffee   

It is not possible to run a dry mill effectively without set Grades and Standards. Grades and 

Standards define every grade and the BUYER has to have confidence in the SELLER 

adhering to these standards. There are different standards out there, but one can make one’s 

own standards as well. The SCAA (Specialty Coffee Association of America) as well as 

Hawaii (and others), have developed standards. In Hawaii, Grades and Standards were verified 

and stamped by the Department of Agriculture, giving extra assurance to the buyer. Hawaii had 

a scandal where one grower imported Panamanian coffee (less money) and switched into 

Hawaii bags (more money) and sold bogus Hawaii coffee. Lucky this grower ended up in jail 

after doing considerable damage to the Hawaii name. Hawaii now certifies ORIGIN of the 

coffee as well. 
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Possible Grades and Standards for Ywangan Coffee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

“Off Grade” can be added. #3 and “Off Grade” should not have the origin name attached. 

All coffee is saleable, but will get different pricing, depending on grade. 

Pricing needs to be determined by grade and cup score. This should be done after the first 

commercial processed coffee is available. Analysis should be done by independent laboratory.  

Peaberry should be separated as it is a premium coffee. Usually # 10 and  # 11 are combined , but 

this depends on the amount  for each grade. Peaberry is separated via oblong holes (not round holes). 

In general about 6% of the harvest are peaberry  (can vary). 

 

 
Characteristics 

 
 

Ywangan 

Extra 

Premium 

Ywangan 
 

Premium 

Ywangan 
 

# 1 

Ywangan 
 

#2 

 

#3  

Size 

minimum 
(tolerance for 

undersize by wt. 

10%) 

 

19 

 

19/64) 

18 

 

(18/64) 

16&17 

 

(16+17/64) 

optional optional 

Allowed 

Defects 
 

 

8 

full defects 

per 300 

grams 

12  

full defects 

per 300 

grams 

18  

full defects 

per 300 

grams 

10 % 

defective  
not more then 

3%  

black,sour 

stinkers,mold 

35% 

defective 
not more 

then 5%  

black,sour 

stinkers,mol

d 

 Based on count Based on Weight 

Color 
 

Good Good Good ---------- --------- 

Roasting 

quality 
 

Good Good Good 
 

----------- 

 

-------- 

Aroma 
Flavor 

 

Good 
 

Good 
Good 

No undesirable 

aroma or flavor 

after roasting 

No 

undesirable  

aroma or 

flavor after 

roasting 

 
Cleanlines 

 

Clean Clean Clean Clean Clean 

Moisture 

 
9%-12% 9%-12% 9%-12% 9%-12% 9%-12% 
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 Light and Shade Relationship   

It is important to understand this relationship as it has important implications for coffee. 

In general, people like the idea of shade trees and birds, as it brings up images of resting in the 

shade and listening to birds. A very pleasant image. It also implies a healthy environment. 

The question might be, is shade good for coffee ?  

Like most plants, photosynthesis is vital to plant growth, along with nutrition. Photosynthesis 

comes from sunlight and if there is little sunlight the plant will metabolize at a lesser rate. 

Coffee in heavy shade will metabolize at a lesser rate than coffee grown in full sun. The fact is 

that coffee in shade often looks better than coffee in full sun and therefore people conclude that 

shade is good for coffee. This might be correct but it is half the story. Coffee grown in high 

light condition, will produce more fruits per tree than grown in shade. This is however only 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

correct if the proper input is available for the plant to be able to metabolize at a higher rate in 

higher light. 

If the plant has all the necessary nutrients it will perform better in high light. On the other hand 

the plant will suffer or collapse if grown in high light without the necessary supply of nutrients. 

It is a fact that  coffee under shade is easier to grow than coffee in full sun. If a farmer has no 

supply of nutrients  or limited amounts, it is better to grow coffee in the shade. It will produce 

less but it will look better and survive. 

In India, most Arabica coffee is grown under shade. Annually workers will climb the shade 

trees and will trim out excess branches to facilitate a shade canopy of 30%. This is a 

considerable expense as there are many tall shade trees. In Hawaii coffee is not grown under 

shade, but most farmers have an adequate supply of nutrients to make sure the plant grows and 

looks good. The result is an increase in production and an increase in sugars in the fruit. 

Well regulated shade in India with annual pruning. No shade in Hawaii, with higher production. 
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Sugars are a positive attribute for cupping coffee.   

There is only one surviving sugar plantation in Hawaii as the rest has closed, due to high input 

costs. The first closing plantation was located in less sunlight conditions, producing fewer  

sugars per acre, hence closing first. I would recommend to put Myanmar coffee in light shade 

and make up the necessary nutrients with a combination of manure, compost and commercial 

fertilizers. The amount of fertilizers necessary has to be based on soil and tissue analysis. 

There are laboratories in the US charging about $ 20.00 per soil sample and $ 40.00 per tissue 

sample. 

It is well worth paying this, to save on fertilizers and or manure as it is important to put what is 

needed but not more. Pruning for new wood….. 

 

 

Demonstration Plots and possible Increased Production   

A well-executed demonstration plot might help demonstrate the benefit of 3 most important 

factors for coffee growing. 

1. Light and shade relationship. Demonstrate better growth in higher light 

conditions with less shade and wider plant spacing. 

2. Benefit of proper nutrition based on Soil and Tissue Analysis 

3. Pruning practice, to revitalize new wood, as coffee produces only one time on the 

same wood (like grapes). New wood is essential to have continued production. 

A demonstration plot can also prove that whatever is done, is a waste of time, if it is  

neglected and therefore proves the negative. 

Coffee with no new growth having no crop. Lacking 

nutrition. 

Coffee in full light being two years in the 

ground, with good  flowering. Nutrition 

supply is adequate for good production. 
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It is imperative to follow through for at least 3 years to test pruning  and fertilizing practices. 

On the other hand, it might become quite obvious sooner than 3 years, that improved care, will 

benefit the farmer. 

It is important that Winrock will be the leader in the follow up. Ms. Su Lai May and Mr. 

Thet Naing Oo have already done good work in communicating and working with the 

farmers. Their commitment is important to carry this project through. Ms. Su Lai May has 

prepared a helpful report “Summary of Coffee Production, Processing and Trade 

Information in Ywagan Township”.  

 

Three ways to improve the economics of coffee growing.  

1. Improve yield 

2. Increase price 

3. Cut costs 

I realize that this is easier said than done. In the case of Ywangan, cutting cost is probably not 

an option (low as it is). Improving the yield is a definitive possibility and raising the price is a 

good possibility by focusing on Specialty Coffee production. 

Improvements needed in Ywangan Township are: 

1. Regulate shade. 

2. Appropriate plant spacing. 

3. Applicable manure and compost rates per plant. 

4. Appropriate commercial fertilizer applications with micro nutrients if needed. 

5. Annual pruning regime to encourage new wood. 

6. Soil and tissue testing (identify any missing nutrients). Applying heavy nutrients 

without fixing what might be missing is wasting the effort. The limiting nutrient 

determines the amount of production. 

Most coffee plantings observed in Ywangann have too much shade and plants are spaced 

too close. Light to the bottom of the plants is limited, limiting in turn production. A 

minimum spacing of 4 foot in the row and 8 feet between rows is recommended. 

 

The demonstration plot is designed to provide  4 treatments: 

1. Pruning of mature trees with Beaumont, Fukunage system (Hawaii , Kona 

developed) 
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This drastically cuts everything off the stem about knee high. 3 shoots are allowed  to 

grow (need thinning out extra shoots maybe 2 to 3 times per year). These 3 shoots are 

the same age and will produce about  20 lbs of fruit in the second year (if the pruning is 

done early in the year). This might conflict with the wet and dry season. If cut in the 

middle of the year, in the wet season, it will require an extra year of production time, as 

the wood needs to grow and make flower buds for the following year. In the 2 end year 

the production will be about 15 to 20 lbs per tree. The 3rd year will be about 40 to 50 

lbs. per tree. The average for the 3 years will be 18 to 20 lbs. per tree. The spacing is 

about 900 to 1000 trees per acre. A good farmer can have 18,000 lbs. of cherry per 

acre. The average should be around 10,000 lbs. per acre. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  1 st year cut.   No production 

  2 end year     15  lbs.     “These results are not true for every farmer” 

3  years               40 lbs. 

Total for 3 years 55 lbs. = average per year is 18.3 lbs. or 8 kg per tree.  

 

2. Pruning without stumping or severe cutting 

This system is like growing Bananas where 3 leaders are subordinated 1,2,3 and the 

largest leader is cut out every year letting the other two follow and allowing one new 

shoot to grow as well. Thinning of new water shoots needs to follow 2 or 3 times per 

year or the extra shoots will absorb the energy in the tree. 

3. Planting of new trees from Seedling bags 

This will show how new trees will compare to pruned trees. The little trees do not need 

pruning until the 3th or 4th year depending on growth performance. Testing a larger 

spacing of 8 feet by 4 feet allows  1300 trees per acre. The observed spacing in local  
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plantings is sometimes 6 feet x 6 feet giving 1210 trees per acre. The 8 foot spacing 

allows more light to the bottom branches and gives a larger access way for maintenance 

and harvesting. I t can be considered to widen the planting to 9 or 10 feet between 

rows. This can be done after observing the new growth patterns. 

4. Control:  

Leave existing plantings without any change, except what farmers might do. Compare 

with the treatment applications. 

  

Plan for Demonstration Plot  (24 feet x 44 feet = 1056 square feet = +-1/40 of one acre)       

      

 

 

 

44 feet 

  

  

 

 

  

                                           24 feet 

 

 

There are other pruning regimes that can be explored. It is hoped that these 

Demonstration plots will point in the right direction and any further adjustment can and 

should be made.  

  

 

 

New Plants - 16 each 

Control, left as is - 16 plants, no extra maintenance 

Beaumont Fukunaga stumping - 16 plants 

Regular pruning, 1,2,3 - 16 plants 
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Treatment for planting new plants: 

 Planting hole:     1 foot by 1 foot by 2 feet deep dig out soil and put to the side 

 Manure:      1 gallon mix into the soil 

15-15-15 commercial fertilizer: 85 grams put some in the bottom of the hole, keep some           

.                           for the top after planting and mix the rest into the soil 

Micro nutrients: sprinkle 2 to 3  grams onto the soil and mix 

Calcium: 300 to 500 grams,  preferably Dolomite for magnesium (depends on soil test)  

        mix into soil. 

Back fill the hole with the mixed soil and plant the new plant after cutting the bottom of the 

bag (cut j root).  

Put the cut bag into the hole and pull up the bag without disturbing the roots. Firm in the 

soil around the plant. 

Water the plant with maybe one gallon of water make sure the water goes where the roots 

are. Make a well. 

 

Fertilizer Treatment: 

Fertilizer the first year:  15-15 -15, 8 ounces total per plant, per year. Apply 2 months after 

planting in 3 increments per year, starting with rains and ending 1.5 
month before harvest.         

 ½  gallon of manure 

300 gr. dolomite per plant per year 

Fertilizer the second year: 15-15-15, 16 ounces total per plant, per year. Apply in 3 increments  

per year, starting with rains an ending 1.5 months before harvest. 

 ½ gallon of cow manure 

  3 - 500 gr. dolomite per plant per yer 

 Micronutrients if needed (zinc usually low)  

Fertilizer the third year: 15- 15 – 15  (preferably 10-5 20) 1000 lbs. per acre or .8 lbs. per plant  

(12 oz.) per year ( at 1300 plants per acre). Apply in 3 increments  per 

year with the beginning of the rains ending 1.5 months before harvest. 

 300 lbs. of urea per acre per year.25lbs per plant  (4 oz.). If use 
Ammonium sulfate instead of Urea use double the amount. 

 ¾ gallon of cow manure 

 3 – 500 gr. dolomite per plant per year 
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Fertilizer the fourth year: 15-15-15 (preferably 10-5 20), 1500 lbs. per acre, per year or 1.1 lbs. 

per plant (17 oz.) at 1300 plants per acre. Apply in  3 increments per 

year.  

    500 lbs. of urea per acre .4 lbs. per plant ( 6.5 oz.)  

    1 gallon of cow manure. 

 3- 500 gr. dolomite per plant per year 

Fertilizer the fifth year:  15-15-15 (preferably 10-5-20) 2000 lbs. per acre per year, or 1.5   

             lbs. ( 39 oz.)   per plant per year. Apply in 3 increments 

 600 lbs. of urea per acre .46 lbs. per plant ( 7.5 oz) 

1.3 gallons of manure 

3-500 gr. dolomite per plant per year 

Apply all fertilizers 3 times per year at 1/3 of the yearly rate starting with the onset of the rains. 

Completing the last application 1.5 months prior to harvest. 

The stated recommendations are a general guideline; however need to be checked with one soil 

sample per year and preferably 1 or 2 tissue samples per year. The first tissue sample should be 

taken around flowering time and the second tissue sample should be taken 2 months prior to 

harvest to allow for correction in time for harvest. Application of corrective fertilizer can be 

done either granular or by foliar spray, or both, depending on needed nutrients.  

 

Other treatment for Demonstration Plot 

1. Plant Arachis pintoi (miniature peanut). This makes an excellent permanent 

groundcover. It is a legume and will convert areal nitrogen for plant use. Zit needs to be 

planted dense so weeds don’t get a change to develop. This needs to be planted with the 

onset of the rains. After a plot is established, it can be the source for future plantings. 

Some fertilizer or manure would be very beneficial. This plant is grown in front of the 

airiport and has small yellow flowers. 

2. Plant regular peanuts. This plant seems to be available as seed and makes a good 

ground cover that can be harvested for peanuts. It is however not permanent, that is 

why the miniature peanut is preferable.  

3. Collect growth records. This should be done 3 times per year with a grid background 

in feet or centimeters. Taking a photograph of the plants with this background will over 

time show the growth rate. The intermodal length should be measured, along with 

overall height and widt of the plant. Counting the side branches could be helpful. 
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4. Note Flowering time and amount. Good idea to record flowerings as it will tell when 

people are needed for the harvest. It is better to have condensed flowerings rather then 

spread out flowerings. This can be influenced with fertilizers and water.  

5. Harvest Forecast. This is a good exercise to learn. Based on the flowering amount and 

bud set it is possible to forecast the harvest. This will help in determining where and 

when people are needed in the field for harvest. 

 

Demonstration Plot Activities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Put fertilizer on bottom and on top and mix 

into soil. Mix with Micro Nutrients and 

Dolomite (Calcium) and 1 gallon of manure 

Preparing planting holes and mixing of fertilizers 

and manure and  mixing with planting soil. 

Farmer participation in establishing the 

various Demonstration Plots. 

Winrock agreed to pay for any trees 

severely pruned during the trial to 

alleviate any potential problems with 

farmers. 

Hopefully benefit will show within one 

year however the trials should continue 

for 3 years 
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Soil and Tissue Sampling   

The demonstration plot needs soil and tissue sampling to verify nutritional input.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Soil sampling should be done in a 

homogeneous area. If an area looks different 

from topography or plant growth, take 

separate soil samples from that area.  A soil auger makes sampling easier than digging with a 

shovel . If done repeatedly an auger is a good idea. 

It is not necessary to soil test every farmer. In a given area depending one soil condition, one 

sample per area should be enough (maybe on sample per village). In time, as production 

increases more samples are advisable. Initially where there are Demonstration Plots, soil and 

tissue sampling should be taken to verify correct nutrition input to help insure maximum plant 

performance. 

 

Dump center slice into bucket and repeat 

diagonally across one acre, 10 times. 

Mix soil and take 2 cups  (16 oz.) of soil 

and dry and remove debris. Put n Zip 

Lock bag for mailing with appropriate 

paper work. 

Digging of hole with shovel to 1 foot. 

Take a slice with shovel  from one side 

of the hole. Trim off excess to a  center 

strip of 1 to 2 inches wide. 

Leave 2” strip 
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Tissue Sampling 

Where a soil sample is taken, it is a good idea to take a tissue sample as well. In a larger 

commercial operation, one soil sample per year is adequate. Tissue samples are taken more 

frequently to insure proper input during crop development. For example during flowering and 

during bean development, (maybe two times). For the demonstration plots one soil and one 

tissue sample per year is enough in the beginning. If there are any visual problems, more tissue 

samples would be advisable. In a combined village area, depending on uniformity of soil 

condition maybe one soil and one tissue sample per year is adequate in the beginning. The 

demonstration plots can be the reference points. 

For tissue samples, maybe 30 leaves per acre are taken, from the same area as the soil sample 

is taken. The leaves (maybe 5 leaves per plant) are not the latest young leaves, but the fully 

formed mature leaves on the top 3th of the plant. These leaves are mixed and 20 leaves (per 

sample) need to be taken and washed (no residue), dried and sent to the laboratory. 

Appropriate paperwork needs to be sent along, with separate import permits, for soil and tissue 

material. Laboratories have detailed instruction of how to send samples. 

My recommendation is to use Logan Laboratory in Lakeview, Ohio, USA. Their website  

(loganlabs.com) has all the necessary information. In addition to soil and tissue testing, they 

also provide fertilizing recommendation at additional cost. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graphics of Soil and or Tissue Analysis Report. There are some differences among  

various laboratories, but basically the same. They can also make recommendations. 
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Monsoon and Pre- Monsoon Activities   

 

This graph demonstrates the 6 months 

of relative low rainfall versus the  

months of heavy rainfall. During the 6 

months of heavy rainfall 2 meters of 

rain can be expected.  The heavy rains 

dictate what can and cannot be done 

during this period. God field drainage 

and road drainage are essential. 

 

 Actually, the dry and wet season coincide well with the coffee crop development.  

 The flowering of the crop coincides with the onset of the rainy season making uniform 

flowering easier. 

 During bean formation (7 to 8 months) until harvest, there is ample moisture available. 

 Harvest starts with the end of the wet season, making a dry harvest possible. 

 Drying the coffee likewise, makes it easier in the dry season. 

Considerations for the dry season: 

Field preparation and field renovation should be done in the dry season,  

Weed-control should be finished in the dry season going with clean fields into the wet season. 

Any field preparation should be done likewise during the dry period. 

Pruning should be done ASAP after the harvest to allow for one year of new growth. 

Shade tree management and lightening up during the dry season  

 

Considerations for the beginning of the wet season: 

Storage of coffee needs to be carefully arranged, with ample airflow to avoid problems with 

mildew and other undesirable fungus developing in storage. 

Application of fertilizer, with the onset of the wet season. 

Planting of young coffee trees, with the start of rains. 

Groundcover likewise should be planted with the rains. 
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Insect Problems: 

Many other publications list all the various insects and diseases. Two insects are of 

particular interest and are discussed here. 

Coffee Berry Borer: This destructive little 

beetle was not observed, however a thorough 

examination was not performed. It would be 

very fortunate if this insect was not in the area. 

Thailand and Laos have this pest and it is most 

likely in Myanmar. Control measures are 

difficult. Sanitation is the key to prevent carry 

over from one year to the next, All beans not 

harvested have to be collected from the ground 

and any left overs on the trees as well. 

Trapping (40 to 50 traps/ha) and spraying with 

the Bauvaria bassiana fungus will help in 

control. Eradication is not really possible. The 

small holes in the green beans are classified a defect and very difficult to remove. Adult 

females will either enter or not enter a bean (depends on some moisture content of the bean), 

however leave an entry hole behind. They may lay up to 50 eggs in one bean and can eat and 

destroy a bean or make it unusable due to the entry hole. 

 

White Stem Borer (Xylotrechus quadripes) and Red Stem Borer (Zeuzer coffeae): 

 This very destructive pest is in the  Ywangan area. 

Without catching the adult insect, it is difficult to 

determine the exact species. Most likely both the Red and 

White Stem Borer are in the Ywangan area. We did not 

catch an adult of either species for positive identification. 

We did find numerous larvae. 

The White Stem Borer will girdle the plant (mostly close 

to the ground) and cut of, or limit the sap flow, in the 

process wilting the top of the plant. After girdling, the 

larvae will enter the center of the stem and eat the inside 

from bottom to top or from top to bottom (may enter the 

root itself). In the process, it will kill the plant. The larvae 

will eat and will pupate into and adult beetle and fly to lay 

about 50 to 100 eggs into stem crevices of unaffected 

plants. The rate of infection can be rapid. The insect is 

difficult to control as it is protected, once inside the stem.  White Stem Borer killing the plant 

CBB boring into cherry. Photo: Jamaica Task Force 
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Control measures are difficult and time consuming. Cutting of the affected pant and burning 

the wood is necessary. If the larvae has eaten downward the root needs to be pulled as well and 

burned. There are systemic insecticides that can be used during the flight period, to kill the 

emerging larvae’s while girdling the plants. It is difficult to predict the flight periods as there 

can be several during the year. Trapping on glue traps is practiced in India, however in Laos it 

was found that the attractant did not work, as the species of the borer was different. A fermon 

trap only works with the appropriate attractant  for the specific species, was fond in Laos.  If 

adults can be trapped (with light traps at night) they can be consolidated into a cages and so 

become the attractant, which than can be surrounded by glue traps. This is a difficult insect to 

control. 

What is promising but not confirmed, that the fungus Bauvaria bassiana used against the 

Coffee Berry borer can also kill the Stem Borer provided the fungus can enter the 

affected plant (not confirmed). 

 

 

 

The Red Stem Borer does less damage as it eats into the side branches and destroys them, but 

not necessarily the whole plant. Control measures are similar to the white stem borer. The 

identification of the actual insect is important, however needs an adult specimen for 

identification.  A larva is not adequate for identification. 

 

 

 

 

Adult female with maybe 50 eggs in abdomen, 

with egg laying ovipositor. (Laos) 

Adult Stem Borer found in Laos. It is not  

Xylotrechus quadripes. Not identified yet..  
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Summary Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

1. Cupping results suggest that the inherent potential coffee quality of Ywangan coffee can be 

verry good. 
 

2. Different fermentation practices should be explored and cup tested by potential specialty 
coffee buyers for evaluation. 

 

3. Taste profile for Ywangan Coffee needs to be established, as a guide towards quality 
control for processing and future development. 

 
4. Some problems with off tastes were found in regards to different processing methods.  

 

5. Cupping skills need to be learned and applied internally to assure and monitor processing 
practices in regard to maintaining the taste profile of the final product. 

 
6. A quality control system with uniform “Grades and Standards” is necessary to improve and 

assure consistency of product.  

 
7. Infrastructure improvements for processing are necessary and a central processing area 

should be established.. 
 
8. Only ripe cherry should be purchased from members of the producers group. Parchment 

purchases should be discouraged. 
 

9. Continue to integrate, from growing to processing, marketing and exporting in order to 
maximize returns. 
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 Resource People visited. 

I would like to express my appreciation and thanks for the hospitality extended to me in Yangon, Taunggyi 

and Ywangan. Winrock International presents itself as a professional organization with competent staff. I am 

grateful for  the interaction with local farmers and heads of villages. The hospitality in the villages is 

generous. The areas visited in Myanmar is surprisingly beautiful and clean.  

Sincerely with appreciation,  Dan Kuhn 

   Visit in Yangon:     

 Winrock International    Mr. Steve Walls, Chief of Party  

          Mr. Timothy Walls, Communication and Outreach Specialist  

        Ms. Anne-Clair Degail, Outreach and Training Coordinator  

Visit in Ywangan:                                 

 

Winrock International    Mr. Thet Naing Oo, Program Officer 

          Ms. Su Lai May, Vlue Chain Officer 

 

Planation &Production Co-operative Ltd. Mr. Win Aung Kyaw 

 

Farmers and Village Elders    See Trip Report below  

 

Trip Report of Visiting Coffee Team  to Ywangan Township- Coffee Area 

Prepared by:  Thet Naing Oo  & Su lai May , Winrock, Coffee Technical Team 

 Traveler Ms. Anne Clair, Mr.Dan Kuhn, Mr.Marcello , 

                               Mr. Thet Naing Oo and  Ms. Su Lai May 

 Date of the trip   19,2015 to May 28, 2015 

 Purpose of the trip  Monitoring and preparing to operate Coffee Training to  

       Small holder farmers at Ywangan Township 

 Outcome of the trip May 19,2015,  Coffee Summarized finding               

                                           Presentation to  Mrs. Anne Clair,  Mr.Dan Kuhn and 

                                           Mr.Marcello by Coffee Technical Team and visit to  

        Nwar Ban Gyi to give training by Mr. Dan Kuhn 

 

May 20,2015, visit to Kazet and give a short training  Daw Kyin     

Myaing farm (demo farmer), also meet  U Kyan Hla ( Head of village) 

Visit  Myaing and give a training  at U Ba  Than farm (demo farmer) 

and  meet U Soe, Secretary of MCA , Ywangan Cluster 

 

May 21,2015)  training and Implementation of small demonstration 

plot to teach the farmer how to make pruning, fertilizer application 
and maintain the coffee tree.      

Visit to Genius Coffee Factory 
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May 25,2015,  Implementation of demonstration plot Nwar-Ban- Gyi 
      Group discussion - Group discussion  

 

      May 26,2015 Demonstration Plot at Hta-Min-Paung                  
      Demonstration Plot Plot at Thein Kone       

Training and Implementation of demonstration plot at Lal Kaing 

       

May 27, 2015, Coffee Extension & Technology  Development at 

Ywangan   

Training and Presentation of advance Coffee Technology around the 

world.  

Attendees:  10 selected demo farmers and other farmers at Coffee 

Extension & Technology  Development at Ywangan  

 

      Demonstration Plot at Lay-Ywar 

 
      May 28,2015,  Mr. Dan Kuhn go back to Yangon 

 Recommendations: Team got the idea how to promote and how to give technology to 
      small holder farmers. 
      Farmers can get some new idea and technology  
 

       Photos:  By Dan Kuhn except where noted 
 

 

 

Select Lead Farmer after Coffee Presentation by Dan Kuhn. Photo by Thet Naing Oo 
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Resource Material: 

1.  The Papua New Guinea Coffee Handbook, PNG Coffee Research Institute  

5.   The Economics of Coffee Production in Hawaii, CTAHR, John D.Woodill, Dilini Hemachandra (others) 

6.   Soil Minerals.com, Michael Astera. Soil Minerals and Soil Testing for Organic Gardeners  Hawaii 

7.   Fertilizer and Lime Materials, J.Hart, Oregaon State University Extension Service 

8.   Coffee (Coffea arabica.) P.Harding PNG Coffee Research Inst., E.Molavolta, Brazil, Rao,India,(others) 

9.   The Young Coffee Orchard, Dr. S. Bittenbender CTAHR 

10.  Arabica coffee manual for Lao, PDR. FAO Regional Office, Wiinston,E. Laak,J. Marsh,T. Lempke,H. 

11. Arabica coffee manual for Myanmar, FAO Regional Office, Winston,E.,Op de Laak,J. Marsh,T. (oth ers) 

12. The Coffee Manual, A guide to sustainable coffee farming in Northern Tahiland, Jao  Orreia,Thanadech  

Cheraprprakobchai, (others).  

13. From the Land of Green Ghosts, Pascal Khoo Thwe 

14. Where China meets India, - Burma and the New Crossroads of Asia, Thant Myint-U 

15. The River of Lost Footsteps: A Personal History of Burma, Thant Myint -U 

 

 

Dan Kuhn Coffee.com 

Dan Kuhn is an International Coffee Consultant having worked in Coffee over 

30 years. 

Presently he is working in Laos, for Paksong Highland, a 3000 ha coffee 

development on the Bolaven Plateau. 

Dan has worked in many countries around the globe, where coffee is grown. 

Coffee is definitively one of his passions.  


